
The new Blackmagic URSA Mini Pro is the 
world’s fi rst digital fi lm camera with the features 

and controls of a high performance broadcast camera!

Interchangeable Lens Mounts
With URSA Mini Pro, you get a single camera that works with virtually all 

professional lenses! You can work with high quality EF photographic lenses, 

large PL cinema lenses, and even B4 HD broadcast lenses, all with the same 

camera! URSA Mini Pro comes with an EF mount and you can purchase optional 

PL and B4 lens mounts separately.

Record to C-Fast or SD Cards

can choose the media that works best for you. C-Fast cards are ideal for full 

resolution RAW recording, while common, inexpensive SD cards are perfect 

for ProRes or RAW HD. With non-stop recording, when one card is full recording 

automatically continues onto the next!

The new URSA Mini Pro is a true digital fi lm camera with a 4.6K image sensor, 

15 stops of dynamic range and a wide color gamut that delivers amazingly rich 

skin tones, natural color response and incredible detail. You also get built in 

ND fi lters, dual C-Fast and SD card recorders, an interchangeable lens mount 

and more! URSA Mini Pro works in both fi lm and video modes, so it’s perfect 

for digital fi lm or broadcast use all while delivering better image quality!

Built in ND Filters
Built in ND fi lters with IR compensation reduce the amount of light entering 

the camera. The fi lters are designed to match the colorimetry of the camera, 

providing additional latitude so you can use di erent aperture and shutter 

angle settings for shallower depth of fi eld, and specifi c levels of motion blur 

even in bright conditions.

Powerful Features and Controls
Like the world’s best broadcast cameras, URSA Mini Pro features tactile control 

buttons, switches, knobs and dials on the side of the camera, giving you direct 

access to important settings. They’re laid out logically, making them easy to 

remember so you can change settings without having to look at the buttons 

or take the camera o  of your shoulder! Plus, every control is redundant!

Blackmagic
URSA Mini Pro
$5,995
Includes DaVinci Resolve 12 Studio 
for editing and color correction.

Viewfi nder, lens and accessories shown, can be purchased separately.Learn more at www.blackmagicdesign.com
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